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Recent studies of homogeneous anisotropic universe models in the brane world scenario show that
the cosmological singularity in this context is isotropic. It has therefore been suggested that this may be a
generic feature of singularities on the brane, even in the inhomogeneous case. Using a perturbative approach,
we show that this is not the case. As in the GR case, the presence of decaying modes in the perturbations
signal the instability~in the past! of the isotropic singularity. The brane universe is therefore not born with
isotropy built in: as in standard cosmology, the observed large-scale isotropy and homogeneity remains to be
explained.






















































The brane world scenario has recently received at
tion as a possible string inspired cosmology~see@1# for a
review!. In this scenario the observable universe is
4-dimensional~4D! slice, the brane, in a higher dimension
spacetime, the bulk. Here we consider the particular imp
mentation developed in@2# in order to generalize a previou
model by Randall and Sundrum@3#, where the bulk is
5-dimensional ~5D! and contains only a cosmologica
constant, assumed to be negative. In this context var
authors@4–9# have considered an homogeneous and an
tropic brane, finding an intriguing result: unlike gener
relativity, where in general the cosmological singularity
anisotropic, the past attractor for homogeneous anisotr
models in the brane is a simple Robertson-Walker mo
In particular, it is found in@8,9# that this is also true for
Bianchi type IX models, as well as for some inhomogene
models.
In general relativity the Belinski-Lifshitz-Kalatnikov con
jecture @10# suggests that the Bianchi type IX behavior
the vicinity of the singularity is general, i.e., that the a
proach to the cosmological singularity in a generic inhom
geneous universe model should locally be the same a
Bianchi type IX.
Building on this and on the fact that Bianchi typ
IX models in the brane have isotropic singularities,
has been suggested in@8,9# that the isotropic singu-
larity could be a generic feature of brane cosmologi
models.
A well known problem of cosmology is to explain th
very high degree of isotropy observed in the cosmic mic
wave background~CMB!. In a theory such as general rel
tivity, where isotropy is a special rather than generic feat
of cosmological models, we need a dynamical mechan
able to produce isotropy. Inflation was proposed, amo


















effective in this sense,1 but it needs homogeneous enou
initial data in order to start at all@12#. Although one can
adopt the view that one such homogeneous enough patc
an otherwise inhomogenous initial universe is all we need
explain what we observe, this seems somehow unsatis
tory: the isotropy problem remains open in standard cosm
ogy.
If the conjecture in@8,9# could be proved correct, bran
cosmology would have the very attractive feature of hav
isotropy built in. Inflation in this context would still be th
most likely way of producing the fluctuations seen in t
CMB, but there would be no need of special initial cond
tions for it to start.2 Also, Penrose conjecture@14# on gravi-
tational entropy and an initially vanishing Weyl tensor wou
be satisfied, cf.@15#.
Unfortunately for the brane scenario, we prove here t
the past attractor of homogeneous models found in@8,9# is
unstable in the past to generic~i.e., anisotropic and inhomo
geneous! perturbations. As in general relativity, there is
decaying mode in scalar perturbations that grows unboun
in the past and that signal, in the context of linear pertur
tion theory, that anisotropy also grows unbounded ast→0.
In order to prove this, we specifically look at perturbatio
modes of the dimensionless shears/H, and show that there
is a decaying mode~growing in the past! in this quantity.
Ours is a large-scale analysis, at a time when physical sc
of perturbations are much larger than the Hubble radiusl
@H21 ~equivalent to neglecting Laplacian terms in the ev
lution equations!. This may seem restrictive, but this is n
the case for the noninflationary perfect fluid models that
relevant to our discussion. Indeed in this case any wa
1There are perturbative proofs of the cosmic no-hair conjectu
i.e., classical perturbations in inflationary models with a scalar fi
or cosmological constant are swept out, as well as~local! proofs for
homogeneous and inhomogeneous models~see e.g.@11# and refer-
ences therein!.













































M. BRUNI AND P. K. S. DUNSBY PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 101301~R! ~2002!lengthl, smaller thanH21 at a given time, becomes muc
larger thanH21 at earlier enough times. Because of th
crucial property of perturbations for noninflationary mode
our analysis is completely general, i.e., valid for anyl as t
→0.
For the most part we follow the notation and conventi
of @1,16,17#. In Sec. II we briefly summarize those results
general brane dynamics that are relevant for the follow
discussion~see @1,2,16# for more details and other refer
ences!. In Sec. III we present the equations for scalar pert
bations and derive the large-scale evolution for the gau
invariant density perturbation variable in the high ener
limit. In particular we highlight the decaying mode th
grows unbounded in the past. In Sec. IV we show tha
corresponding mode in the dimensionless shears/H also
grows in the past. In Sec. V we draw our conclusions.
II. BRANE DYNAMICS
The implementation of the brane-world scenario cons
ered in@2# assumes that the whole spacetime is 5D and g
erned by 5D Einstein field equations:
G̃AB5k̃
2@2L̃g̃AB1dAB~x!~2lgAB1TAB!#. ~1!
These represent a 4D brane atx50 living in a bulk with
metric g̃AB and cosmological constantL̃; k̃
2 is the 5D gravi-
tational constant,l is the brane tension,gAB and TAB are
respectively the metric and the energy-momentum on
brane. The 4D field equations induced on the brane are
rived geometrically from Eq.~1! assuming aZ2 symmetry
with the brane as the fixed point, leading to modified E





2 . The various physical constan
and parameters appearing in the equations above are no
dependent, but related to each other by
l56k2/k̃4 , L5 12 k̃
2~L̃1 16 k̃
2l2!. ~3!












Emn is the projection on the brane of the 5D Weyl tens
although the whole dynamics is 5D and given by Eq.~1!,
from the 4D point of viewEmn is a nonlocal source term tha
carries bulk effects onto the brane. Ifum is the 4-velocity of
matter andhmn5gmn1umun projects into the comoving res
space, one can decomposeEmn as @1,16#
Emn5
26














effectively as if it was a traceless energy momentum ten
with energy densityU, energy fluxQm and anisotropic pres
sure Pmn . The brane energy-momentum tensor separa
satisfies the conservation equations,¹nTmn50. Assuming a




where a dot denotesun¹n , Q5D
mum is the volume expan-
sion, Am5u̇m is the 4-acceleration, and Dm denotes the spa
tially projected covariant derivative. The contracted Bianc
identities on the brane then imply that the projected W





which show how the nonlocal bulk effects are sourced by
evolution and spatial inhomogeneity of the brane matter c
tent. Finally, using Eqs.~2!–~7!, these can be turned in
propagation equations for the nonlocal energy densityU and
energy flux Qm . Neglecting terms quadratic in covarian
variables that are gauge-invariant perturbations with resp
to a Robertson-Walker isotropic background@16,18,19#,
these are3
U̇1 43 QU1DmQm50, ~9!
˙
m14HQm1 13 DmU1 43 UAm1DnPmn52 16 k4~r1p!Dmr,
~10!
whereH5ȧ/a (5 13 Q) is the Hubble expansion of the back
ground. Using a standard decomposition of perturbations,
anisotropic termPmn carries in general contributions from
scalar, vector and tensor modes; the latter however, sat
ing DnPmn50, does not contribute the nonlocal conservati
equations above.
In the background, the Raychaudhuri equation is
Ḣ52H22
k2




where the solution forU follows from Eq. ~9! ~considering
the zero order background only!, ao is the initial scale factor
andUo5U(ao). The first integral of this equation is the gen
eralized Friedmann equation on the brane (K50,61):
3Strictly speaking, the variables defined in@18–20# and those de-
fined in the same way in the brane context@1,16,21# are 4D; they
are however easily generalized to 5D. Bardeen-like variab
@22,23# have been defined in 5D in order to carry out a brane-b
analysis, e.g., see@24#, but the relation between these and the c
variant ones used here has not yet been established; cf.@19,20# for
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k2
3
rS 11 r2l D113 L2 Ka2 1 2k2lUoS aoa D
4
. ~12!
The high energy regime is defined byr@l. In this limit one
obtains flat models dominated by the non-linearr term @25#,
H25~k2/6l! r2, a5~ t/to!
1/3(11w), ~13!
where we fix an arbitrary initial condition by choosingao
5a(to)51, and as usualw5p/r. These models are repre
sented by a stationary~equilibrum! point, denotedFb , in the
phase space of homogeneous Bianchi models considere
@8,9#, as well as in the phase space of a special clas
inhomogeneousG2 cosmological models. In both casesFb is
found to be the source, or past attractor, for the generic
namics forw.0 (w50 is also included in the homogeneo
case!, consistently with@4–7#.




3 S 2r1lr1l D . ~14!
As r/l→` this becomesw,2 23 , while the general relativ-
ity condition w,2 13 is recovered asr/l→0.
III. DENSITY PERTURBATIONS
Scalar gauge-invariant perturbations can be described
ing covariantly defined variables~ ee@18,19# and references
therein!. In the brane scenario this formalism has been
veloped in@1,16# ~see also@21#!; here we shall follow the
same approach, with minor modifications, and we refer
these papers for definitions.
We can completely characterize scalar perturbations
the brane with four variables,D, C, U and Q, representing
respectively the matter density perturbation, a conven
3-curvature perturbation, the perturbation of the Weyl ene
density, and a Weyl energy flux variable related toQm in Eq.
~5! ~all 3-quantities are defined with respect to a sin
4-velocity field, that of matterum). The dynamics of these
quantities is given by
Ḋ5F3wH2 k2r~11w!2H S 11 rl D GD1 ~11w!4a2H C
2
r~11w!
2H S 6lk2D U, ~15!
Ċ5S 4a2Hcs211w DD2D2S 12a3rlk2 D D2Q










U̇5~3w21!HU2S 4cs211wD S Ur DHD










6a F S 8cs
2
11wD Ur 2k4r~11w!GD. ~18!
Note that this system of equation is homogeneous in the
chosen variables, except for theP term in Eq.~18!; this rep-
resents the contribution from the anisotropic Weyl stress,
since there is no evolution equation forP, in general one
should either determineP from the full 5D dynamics, or
make some ansatz; otherwise, in general the system abo
not closed and one cannot find solutions. Finally, the varia
Z in Eq. ~17!, used in@1,16,17# and characterizing the per
turbation of the expansion, is related byD, U andC by the
constraint
C52k2a2r~11r/l!D1~12/lk2!a2rU24a2HZ, ~19!
arising from the Gauss-Codazzi constraint in the brane.
In the following we want to study the stability propertie
of the modelsFb , Eq. ~13!, against generic inhomogeneou
and anisotropic perturbations, for values ofw>0. We see
from Eq. ~14! that these models are non-inflationary forw
>0. Thus, as we said in the Introduction, for anyl we only
need to study the large-scale evolution of the variab
above. We can either neglect the Laplacian terms in E
~15!–~18!, or use a harmonic expansion~Fourier in our flat
space case! and neglect termsH22/l2!1: the resulting
equations are the same.
Fortunately, in the large-scale limit the D2Q term in Eq.
~17! is negligible, and one obtains a closed system for
density perturbationsD andU and the curvature variableC.
Besides, to the extent that theP contribution to Eq.~18! is
also negligible in this limit, cf.@27#, Q can also be deter
mined@1,16,17#. In addition, we now restrict our analysis t
the caseU50: we will comment on the reliability of this
assumption in the conclusions.
Introducing the new variablesŨ5U/(k4r) and Q̃
5aHQ/k4r and denoting with a prime the derivative wit
respect todt5d ln(a), we have
D85F3w2 k2r~11w!
2H2
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1
6 ~11w!D. ~23!
We see therefore that the evolution in the long wavelen
limit, with U50, considerably simplifies: it is described by
single first order equation for the density perturbation a
two first integrals arising from Eqs.~21!,~22!. The first,Co ,
represent the large-scale constant spatial curvature pertu
tion; the second,Ũo5Ũa
22(113w), is a first integral for the
Weyl energy density perturbation. These source the den
perturbation; therefore,D has three modes, as opposed to
two arising in GR in the case of a single fluid. The first tw
are analogous to the GR ones: the first is the mode ari
from theCo5Ũo50 initial condition, typically a ‘‘decaying
mode,’’ the second is the curvature adiabatic mode gener
by C0; the third mode is a peculiarity of the brane scenar
is generated byŨ0, and represents an isocurvature~or en-
tropy! perturbation. Although this is not particularly clea
from the treatment used here and in@1,16,17#, this mode is
indeed due to the different intrinsic 4-velocities that t
‘‘Weyl fluid’’ and matter have in the perturbed spacetim
~which is the cause of the presence of the energy flux v
ableQ). In complete analogy with the case of two fluids
GR, this then generates a ‘‘relative entropy perturbatio
~see e.g.@20,23# and @17#!. Finally, and again as in GR, w
remark that the adiabatic and isocurvature perturbati
evolve independently as described above only in the l
wavelength limit: it is indeed clear from Eqs.~15!–~18! that
in general the two modes are coupled and nonvanishing e
starting from Co5Ũo50. Conversely the decaying mod
should be seen as arising from special initial conditions t
lead to vanishing values ofC andŨ whenl@H21. Usually
this mode is decaying forward in time, and therefore n
glected in structure formation studies, while the growi
mode is the interesting one. In studying the question of
mogeneity and isotropy of the brane at early times we
interested in running the equations above backwords in ti
and it is the decaying mode that plays a crucial role for m
values ofw, as we are now going to show.
Let us now restrict our analysis to the high-energy regi
that dominates at very early times, when the backgroun
given by the modelsFb , Eq. ~13!. UsingCo andŨo , in the






from which the three density perturbation modes are imm














p523, q56w14, r 52~113w!, ~26!






















andDo is the constant of integration associated with the
caying mode. This shows that independently of the value
w, there is always a large-scale mode that grows unboun
in the past.



























2 ln a ~29!
for w50, where
s5223w, s,0⇔w. 23 , ~30!
andQ̃o is a constant of integration representing the homo
neous solution to Eq.~23!.
IV. THE EXPANSION NORMALIZED SHEAR
Like in the standard GR case, all the gauge-invariant g
metric and kinematic quantities can be expressed in term
D @28# in the context of linear perturbation theory. The ke
covariant variable related to the issue of isotropization in
past is the expansion normalized shear@29#,
Sab5sab/H . ~31!
The scalar contribution to this quantity is obtained by taki
its total spatial divergence@19#:
S5a2DaDbsab/H . ~32!
Using the shear constraint equation@Eq. ~97! in Ref. @1## it is
easy to show thatS can be expressed in terms ofD, C, Ũ
andQ̃:
S52D2 ~1/4a2H2! C112Ũ136Q̃, ~33!
and using Eqs.~25! and ~28! together with the solutions fo



























for w50. The presence of the decaying modep523 in
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neous models is unstable in the past against anisotropic
inhomogeneous perturbations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
From a dynamical system point of view the past attrac
Fb for brane homogeneous cosmological models found
@8,9# is a fixed point in the phase space of these models. T
phase space may be thought of as an invariant subman
within a higher dimensional phase space for more gen
inhomogeneous models. The conjecture in@8,9# is equivalent
to saying, in this dynamical system language, thatFb is the
~local! past attractor for generic trajectories in this high
dimensional phase space. Our analyisis can be seen a
exploration of the neighborhood ofFb out of the invariant
submanifold explored in@8,9#. We have found thatFb is
unstable in the past to generic anisotropic and inhomo
neous perturbations of noninflationary perfect fluid mod
with p5wr, for any value ofw, using a large-scalel
@H21 approximation that we have motivated in the Intr
duction and is not restricting the validity of our analysis. T
instability of Fb we have found is fundamentally due, amo
other modes that may be stable or not depending on the v
of w, to a decaying mode in the density perturbation t
blows up in the past,D;a23, in a way independent ofw and
that, like in general relativity, is the signal of the unbound

















We have considered here only the case of vanishing ba
ground Weyl energy density,U50. This assumption consid
erably simplifies the analysis, but it is an easy guess that
results will remain true forUÞ0. Indeed whenUÞ0, Fb still
remains the past attractor of the isotropic models whose
bility in the past we want to examine, as is clear from t
Friedmann equation~12!. In other words, our analysis is re
stricted to the invariant submanifoldU50 of the larger phase
space withUÞ0, but this submanifold is asymptoticall
stable againstUÞ0 perturbations.
Finally, it has recently been suggested@30# that the quan-
tity U0 in Eq. ~12! is only asymptotically a constant, whil
U 0;a4 at high enough energies. As is clear from Eq.~12!,
even more in this caseFb still remains the relevant pas
attractor of isotropic models. We believe therefore that o
analyisis should remain valid also in this case. A more co
plete analysis including this issue and therefore that oU
Þ0 will be the subject of a future investigation.
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